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The Montreal Cognitive Assessment After Omission
of Hearing-Dependent Subtests: Psychometrics and
Clinical Recommendations
Faisal Al-Yawer, MA,*† M. Kathleen Pichora-Fuller, PhD,‡§ and Natalie A. Phillips, PhD*†

OBJECTIVES: Hearing loss (HL) is the third most common
chronic health condition in older adults, yet it is often
undiagnosed and/or untreated. Given the association
between HL and cognitive impairment, it is expected that
many people undergoing cognitive screening may have
HL. The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) is a brief
screening test that assesses a wide range of cognitive func-
tions sensitive to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and mild cogni-
tive impairment (MCI). Although MoCA items were
carefully designed to be sensitive to deficits in MCI, they
were not designed to take sensory declines into account. In
the current investigation, we examined the MoCA’s psycho-
metric properties following omission of subtests primarily
dependent on hearing status (memory, digit span, attention
to letters, and sentence repetition).
DESIGN: Cross-sectional analytic design (retrospective
analysis).
SETTING: We used the original MoCA validation study
data.4

PARTICIPANTS: Groups consisted of healthy controls
(N = 90), subjects with MCI (N = 94), and subjects with
mild AD (N = 93).
MEASUREMENTS: We assessed sensitivity and specificity
using absolute and proportional cutoff score adjustments.
We developed receiver operating characteristics curves to
determine the best cutoff values for both MCI and AD
patients using different combinations of auditory subtest
omissions.

RESULTS: Compared with the original MoCA (MCI sen-
sitivity = 90%; specificity = 87%), MCI sensitivity was sub-
stantially reduced (absolute scoring = 43%; proportional
scoring = 56%) when all auditory subtests were omitted, with
the biggest contribution to the reduction coming from the del-
ayed recall subtest. Excluding three subtests and maintaining
the delayed recall had no effect on MCI sensitivity but
reduced specificity (sensitivity = 94%, specificity: 71% using
proportional scoring). AD sensitivity, in contrast, was not
strongly influenced by our manipulation and remained rela-
tively high through all three subtest omission combinations.
CONCLUSION: The current study highlights the contribu-
tion of hearing-dependent subtests on the sensitivity and speci-
ficity of the MoCA. Clinical recommendations related to these
findings are discussed. J Am Geriatr Soc 67:1689–1694, 2019.
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Hearing loss (HL) is the third most common chronic
health condition in older adults1 (OAs). Deficits in

peripheral hearing are prevalent in almost one-third of adults
65 years of age and in more than half of those 75 years of
age.2,3 HL is often undiagnosed and/or untreated. Impor-
tantly, the results of cognitive screening for OAs with uni-
dentified HL may not accurately reflect their functioning.
The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA4) test is a
widely used brief cognitive screening tool that has high sensi-
tivity for detecting mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in OAs. Here we demonstrate the
potential effect of hearing-dependent subtests on the MoCA’s
sensitivity and specificity as a screening tool.

HL is independently associated with the development
of dementia in OAs.5–7 Furthermore, when the quality of
auditory test stimuli is reduced, performance on cognitive tests
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can be compromised.8 Therefore, assessing cognitive function-
ing in OAs with HL presents the challenge of dissociating
scores that are low due to perceptual issues from those that
are solely due to cognitive deficits. This dilemma can have sig-
nificant consequences when cognition is screened in healthcare
settings that do not always have ideal testing conditions.
Noise in the test environment can affect MoCA scores even
for those with normal hearing.9 Thus errors due to poor per-
ception could affect an individual’s score, potentially affecting
diagnostic decisions reached based on that score.

Healthcare professionals cannot assume that older
adults know they have HL or how to accommodate for it. In
Canada, more than 70% of 60- to 75-year-old adults with
HL are unaware of it.10 Even for those who are aware of
their difficulties, the rate of hearing aid use is low11 (23%).
Thus, most OAs with HL undergoing cognitive screening
may be tested without adequately taking HL into account.

Due to its brevity and the wide range of cognitive
domains it covers (Table 1), the MoCA is ideal for use in
settings where a clinician needs to assess a patient’s cogni-
tion quickly. Wittich and colleagues12 assessed how the psy-
chometric properties of the MoCA could theoretically be
affected in visually impaired individuals by omitting visually
dependent subtests of the original MoCA validation sample.
Because MCI often involves decline in executive functions,
the omission of visual items, which often depend on execu-
tive functions, resulted in reduced test sensitivity.12 In con-
trast, episodic memory, assessed using the delayed recall
subtest, requires the perception, encoding, and recollection
of spoken word stimuli and thus depends on hearing.
Dupuis and colleagues13 assessed performance on the

MoCA in cognitively healthy individuals with and without
HL. They observed that omitting the delayed recall subtest
contributed greatly to reducing the gap in scores between
HL and normal hearing individuals. Nevertheless, they
observed lower scores for the HL group, even when
hearing-dependent subtests were omitted from scoring,
suggesting the observed deficits are not merely sensory arti-
facts. It is possible that deficits in a given sensory modality
may influence an individual’s score and give the impression
of deficits in cognitive domains that are tested in that
modality.

Previous studies focused on the influence of sensory
impairment on cognition in healthy OAs. We examined the
potential contribution of hearing-dependent subtests to the
sensitivity and specificity of the MoCA in a sample of OAs
with MCI, AD, and controls for whom cognitive status was
independently verified without using the MoCA. We used
the original MoCA validation study data4 to recalculate
MoCA scores with the omission of subtests that depend on
hearing the test stimuli. We developed receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curves to determine the best cutoff
values for each procedure to categorize patients as having
MCI or AD.

METHODS

Participants

The sample from the original MoCA validation study4

(54% female) consisted of healthy controls (N = 90; mean
age = 72.8 y), individuals with MCI (N = 94; mean

Table 1. Montreal Cognitive Assessment Subtests and Corresponding Cognitive Domains, Sensory-Motor Domains
Activated, and Test Points

MoCA subtest Cognitive domain Sensory/Motor domain

Points
awarded

Original (/30)

Points
awarded
H1 (/20)

Points
awarded
H2 (/25)

Points
awarded
H3 (/25)

Trail making Visuospatial attention, task
switching

Visual perception/Manual
production

1 1 1 1

Copy cube Visuoperceptual abilities Visual perception/Manual
production

1 1 1 1

Clock
drawing

Semantic memory,
visuospatial abilities,
executive functioning

Recollection from semantic
memory/Manual production

3 3 3 3

Animal
naming

Confrontation naming,
semantic memory

Visual perception/Oral
production

3 3 3 3

Delayed
recall

Episodic verbal learning and
memory

Auditory perception/Oral
production

5 0 0 5

Digit span Attention, short-term
memory, working memory

Auditory perception/Oral
production

2 0 2 0

Attention to
letters

Sustained attention Auditory perception/Oral
production

1 0 1 0

Serial
subtraction

Attention, working memory,
mental arithmetic

Not sensory dependent/Oral
production

3 3 3 3

Sentence
repetition

Attention, working memory,
language (morphosyntax)

Auditory perception/Oral
production

2 0 2 0

Fluency Word generation, executive
function

Not sensory dependent/Oral
production

1 1 1 1

Similarities Abstract reasoning Not sensory dependent/Oral
production

2 2 2 2

Orientation Orientation to time and
place

Not sensory dependent/Oral
production

6 6 6 6
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age = 75.2 y), and those with mild AD (N = 93; mean
age = 76.7 y). MCI diagnosis was determined using previ-
ously established criteria.14,15 The diagnosis of probable
AD was made using criteria from the Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition16 and the
National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Dis-
orders and Stroke/Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disor-
ders Association.17 Participants were not screened for
hearing or vision loss at the time of testing.

Procedure

Table 1 lists all 12 MoCA subtests and describes the pri-
mary modalities needed to perceive the stimuli and respond
to the task. All require adequate perception of task instruc-
tions. However, the four subtests that depend on adequate
perception of auditory stimuli are as follows: (1) Delayed
recall: Participants repeat five words spoken by the tester in
two learning trials and are later tasked to recall the words;
(2) Digit span: The tester reads a series of single-digit num-
bers, and participants are asked to repeat them in the same
order (forward) and in reverse order (backward); (3) Atten-
tion to letters: the tester reads a list of letters and partici-
pants are asked to tap when they hear the letter “A”;
(4) Sentence repetition: The tester reads a pair of mor-
phosyntactically complex sentences, and participants are
asked to repeat them verbatim.

We examined the psychometric properties of the
MoCA using three combinations of auditory subtest omis-
sions based on the procedures followed by Dupuis and col-
leagues.13 The purpose of these procedures was to examine
whether certain hearing-dependent subtests disproportion-
ately influence the sensitivity and specificity of the MoCA.
The three procedures were as follows: (1) MoCA-H1: All
four auditory subtests were removed (10 points removed;
total score /20); (2) MoCA-H2: Only the delayed recall sub-
test was removed (5 points removed; total score /25); and
(3) MoCA-H3: Digit span, attention to letters, and sentence
repetition subtests were removed (5 points removed; total
score /25).

The original MoCA recommended a cutoff score of
26 of 30 or above to indicate normal functioning that cor-
responds to a proportional score of .866 (26/30). For all
three subtest combinations, we established both absolute

and proportional cutoff scores (following Wittich and col-
leagues12). For example, in MoCA-H1, 10 points were
removed from the MoCA maximum score, such that the
absolute cutoff changed to 16 (26-10); the proportional cut-
off was changed to 17 (.866 × [30 − 10]). Additionally, we
recalculated sensitivity, specificity, overall accuracy, and
developed ROC curves for all groups, along with area
under the curve (AUC) measurements to establish ideal cut-
off scores.

RESULTS

Absolute and proportional cutoff values for the three proce-
dures are provided in Table 2. Overall, the three procedures
showed a decrease in overall classification accuracy relative
to the original MoCA scoring. Removing all four hearing-
dependent subtests from the MoCA (MoCA-H1) resulted in
a large decrease in MCI sensitivity that was more pro-
nounced for the absolute cutoff score than the proportional
score; sensitivity to AD remained high. MoCA-H2 omitted
only the delayed recall subtest. Like MoCA-H1, this omis-
sion resulted in a decrease in the test’s sensitivity to MCI
that was again more pronounced when using the absolute
cutoff score; sensitivity to AD remained relatively high.
MoCA-H3 omitted digit span, attention to letters, and sen-
tence repetition. Using a proportional cutoff score resulted
in a small increase in the test’s sensitivity to MCI over the
full MoCA at the cost of specificity (Table 2). Note that the
overall test accuracy for MoCA-H3 remained lower than
the original MoCA.

ROCs allowed us to determine sensitivity/specificity
trade-offs at different cutoff values. For AD, the ROC curve
rapidly plateaus (Figure 1), showing both high sensitivity
and specificity. For MCI, the ROCs show less steep curves.
This is particularly evident for MoCA-H1 and MoCA-H2
(Figure 1, panels C and E; AUC = .743 and .758, respec-
tively) that both included the omission of the delayed recall
subtest. MoCA-H3 (Figure 1, panel G), which did not omit
delayed recall, had better sensitivity and specificity values at
most cutoffs (AUC = .824), but MoCA-H3 still had lower accu-
racy than the full MoCA (Figure 1, panel A; AUC = .885). No
significant differences were observed when data were stratified
by sex.

Table 2. Psychometric Properties of Original Montreal Cognitive Assessment and Our Three Modified Procedures
(H1, H2, and H3) with Absolute and Proportional Scoringa

Original MoCA

MoCA-H1 MoCA-H2 MoCA-H3

Absolute Proportional Absolute Proportional Absolute Proportional

Cutoff 26 16 17 21 22 21 22
MCI Sensitivity (%) 90 43 56 53 63 87 94

Accuracy (%) 86 70 74 73 76 84 83
AD Sensitivity (%) 100 87 92 89 96 100 100

Accuracy (%) 93 92 92 91 92 91 86
Specificity (%) 87 97 92 93 89 81 71

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment.
Note: MoCA-H1, Delayed recall, digit span, attention to letters, and sentence repetition subtests omitted from the total score; MoCA-H2, Delayed recall sub-
test omitted; MoCA-H3, Digit span, attention to letters, and sentence repetition subtests omitted.
aCutoff indicates the scores below which a participant would be deemed cognitively abnormal.
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DISCUSSION

We assessed the psychometric properties of three proce-
dures for scoring the MoCA omitting different hearing-
dependent subtests. Omitting the delayed recall subtest,

either by itself (MoCA-H2) or along with other hearing-
dependent subtests (MoCA-H1), resulted in a significant
loss of sensitivity to MCI. This is expected insofar as
memory is the domain most implicated in MCI15 and is
consistent with previous findings.13 We also observed more
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Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) and curves showing the sensitivity and specificity for different cutoff scores on
the original Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and our three modified procedures (H1, H2, and H3). Values are presented
for both mild cognitive impairment (MCI; left panels) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD; right panels). Numbers on the curves represent
different possible cutoff scores. The absolute (*) and proportional (**) cutoff scores we used to determine sensitivity and specificity
comparisons in the present article are indicated by asterisks.
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modest decreases in specificity when the three other
hearing-dependent subtests (digit span, attention to letters,
and sentence repetition; MoCA-H3) were omitted. One of
the MoCA’s advantages as a screening tool is the breadth
of cognitive domains it tests. In the interests of brevity, each
domain is tested in a single sensory modality (e.g., episodic
memory depends on learning auditorily presented items).
The current study highlights the contribution of hearing-
dependent subtests on both the likelihood of cognitively
impaired individuals being identified as such (sensitivity),
and the cognitively healthy individuals being correctly iden-
tified as healthy (specificity).

These results for hearing largely parallel the findings for
vision12 where the omission of visual subtests resulted in a
reduction in sensitivity. We also similarly observed an advan-
tage for using a proportional cutoff score compared with an
absolute score. Nevertheless, the reduction in sensitivity, even
with proportional scoring, was still meaningful. This demon-
strates the potential consequences that HL could have on an
individual’s apparent cognitive performance.

Limitations and Future Studies

Perceptual problems could result in reduced specificity
because people who have HL and normal cognition could
be misclassified as having cognitive impairment. Alterna-
tively, clinicians may omit certain subtests to account for a
person’s sensory status, yet subtest omission can result in a
misestimation of an individual’s cognitive abilities and, in
the case of the highly domain-specific subtests of the
MoCA, significant deficits may be missed. Omitting subtests
is a crude method to “correct” for the effects of sensory loss
on cognitive testing. It does not reflect how people with HL
would perform insofar as they may not be likely to score
zero on every auditory subtest. The purpose of omitting
subtests in this study was to examine the potential ramifica-
tions of testing individuals with untreated HL or under
noisy testing conditions.9 Importantly, we are not advocat-
ing item omission as an appropriate solution. Instead, our
procedures allowed us to observe the individual contribu-
tion of the hearing-dependent subtests to the MoCA’s
accuracy.

We have discussed our findings assuming a person has
HL as defined by pure-tone audiometric thresholds. How-
ever, it is important to note that age-related declines in
supra-threshold auditory processing can occur even in per-
sons who would not be considered to have clinically signifi-
cant threshold elevations. Declines in auditory processing
may also affect performance on memory and attention
tasks, such as those discussed in this investigation.18,19

The participants in this study had diagnoses based on
thorough neuropsychological examinations, allowing us
to examine the psychometric properties of the MoCA-H.
However, similar to OAs seen in other memory clinics,20

these participants were not assessed for sensory loss. Con-
sidering the high prevalence of HL in OAs,1 it is likely
that the original sample included some individuals with
hearing difficulties. Future studies should compare MoCA
scores with full neuropsychological batteries in individ-
uals with different sensory abilities. Delayed recall tests,
in particular, seem to contribute greatly to the variability
in auditory-cognitive relationships.13 Research comparing

test administration in different modalities21 or tests where
auditory items have visual substitutions22 is developing.
What is needed are tests that can be administered either in
the visual or auditory modality that have similar content
validity and have been validated to have similar psycho-
metric properties.

Clinical Recommendations

Sensory loss is prevalent in the population, and yet only a
small portion of older adults seen at memory clinics may be
asked about HL.20 OAs who have not had a recent hearing
test should be screened and/or referred to an audiologist.
Technological advancements now permit relatively afford-
able and efficient hearing screening.23 Health professionals
administering cognitive screening tests should ensure that
persons with hearing aids use them during testing. Because
individuals with HL can wait an average of 10 years before
beginning hearing aid use,24 those who have HL but do not
have a hearing aid may benefit from using generic amplify-
ing devices (e.g., a pocket talker). When testing individuals
with HL, professionals should optimize the presentation of
auditory test items by using clear speech spoken at a slow
normal rate, reducing noise in the testing environment, and
facing the person to enable speech reading.9,25

In conclusion, we demonstrated how the MoCA’s sen-
sitivity and specificity depend on subtests that rely on hear-
ing test items. Clinicians need to be aware of their patients’
sensory functioning and consider how these factors may
affect performance on the test and influence clinical
interpretations.
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